
Yearly Curriculum Plan:  2020-21                                                   
Medium Term planning:  English 
Teacher: Mrs Hopes and Mrs Charlton 
 

DATES: 
Week beginning 

English Unit 
(reading spine, 
brilliant books, topic 
link) 

Grammar focus 
(taken from 
grammar scheme) 

Spelling focus 
(taken from NC/ 
spelling lists) 

A
utum

n Term
 2020 

1 
7.9 

Red Ditty 1 RWInc Use capitalisation 
letters for the 
personal pronoun “I”, 
for names and for 
the first word in a 
sentence.   
Understand and use 
full stops accurately 

Based on phonics 
planning per group. 

2 
14.9 

Red Ditty 2 RWInc Use capitalisation 
letters for the 
personal pronoun “I”, 
for names and for 
the first word in a 
sentence.   
Understand and use 
full stops accurately 

Based on phonics 
planning per group. 

3 
21.9 

Red Ditty 3 RWInc Use capitalisation 
letters for the 
personal pronoun “I”, 
for names and for 
the first word in a 
sentence.   
Understand and use 
full stops accurately 

Based on phonics 
planning per group. 

4 
28.9 

Red Ditty 4 RWInc Use capitalisation 
letters for the 
personal pronoun “I”, 
for names and for 
the first word in a 
sentence.   
Understand and use 
full stops accurately 

Based on phonics 
planning per group. 

5 
5.10 

Red Ditty 5 RWInc Use capitalisation 
letters for the 
personal pronoun “I”, 
for names and for 
the first word in a 
sentence.   
Understand and use 
full stops accurately 

Based on phonics 
planning per group. 



6 
12.10 

Red Ditty 6 RWInc Use capitalisation 
letters for the 
personal pronoun “I”, 
for names and for 
the first word in a 
sentence.   
Understand and use 
full stops accurately 
Editing a sentence. 

Based on phonics 
planning per group. 

7 
19.10 

Red Ditty 7 RWInc 
 
Wilfred McDonald 
Partridge – what 
would be in your 
memory box? 

Use capitalisation 
letters for the 
personal pronoun “I”, 
for names and for 
the first word in a 
sentence.   
Understand and use 
full stops accurately 
Editing a sentence. 

Based on phonics 
planning per group. 

    

 1 
2.11 

Red Ditty 8 RWInc 
 
Firework Safety 

Use capitalisation 
letters for the 
personal pronoun “I”, 
for names and for 
the first word in a 
sentence.   
Understand and use 
full stops accurately 
Editing a sentence. 

Based on letters and 
sounds – see planning 

 2 
9.11 

Red Ditty 9 RWInc 
 
Pobble 365 – It’s Alive 

Use capitalisation 
letters for the 
personal pronoun “I”, 
for names and for 
the first word in a 
sentence.   
Understand and use 
full stops accurately 
Editing a sentence. 

Based on letters and 
sounds – see planning 

 3 
16.11 

Red Ditty 10 RWInc 
 
Memory Box - George 
Stephenson  
Pobble 365 Hanging on 

Use capitalisation 
letters for the 
personal pronoun “I”, 
for names and for 
the first word in a 
sentence.   
Understand and use 
full stops accurately 
Editing a sentence. 

Based on letters and 
sounds – see planning 



 4 
23.11 

RWInc Green Story 
Book 2 
 
On Sudden Hill – 
Brilliant Books 
 

Use capitalisation 
letters for the 
personal pronoun “I”, 
for names and for 
the first word in a 
sentence.   
Understand and use 
full stops accurately 
Editing a sentence. 

Based on letters and 
sounds – see planning 

 5 
30.11 

RWInc Green Non-
Fiction Book 1 
 
Letter to Father 
Christmas 

Use capitalisation 
letters for the 
personal pronoun “I”, 
for names and for 
the first word in a 
sentence.   
Understand and use 
full stops accurately 
Editing a sentence. 

Based on letters and 
sounds – see planning 

 6 
7.12 

RE Christmas Story Use capitalisation 
letters for the 
personal pronoun “I”, 
for names and for 
the first word in a 
sentence.   
Understand and use 
full stops accurately 

Based on letters and 
sounds – see planning 

 7 
14.12 

RE Christmas Story Use capitalisation 
letters for the 
personal pronoun “I”, 
for names and for 
the first word in a 
sentence.   
Understand and use 
full stops accurately 

Based on letters and 
sounds – see planning 

 


